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1.1 REPUBLIC OF UGANDA 

1.1.1 Legal 

1.1.1.1 International Law 

The ratification process in Uganda is regulated by the Ratification of Treaties Act and the following 

process is followed: 

 The line ministry initiates negotiations with regards to an international agreement; 

 The agreement is submitted to the Attorney-General who, as legal advisor to Government, has to 

analyse each treaty before it is forwarded to Cabinet for ratification. During this process, the Attorney-

General determines whether or not the ratification of a particular treaty would necessitate an 

amendment of the Constitution; 

 Parliament’s ratification jurisdiction is reserved for treaties on armistice, neutrality, peace or the 

subject of which require amendment of the Constitution; 

 All other treaties are ratified by Cabinet; 

 The Minister for Foreign Affairs executes all ratified treaties and is the Ugandan depository officer for 

all treaties to which Uganda is a party, and 

 The Attorney General must table any ratified Treaty before Parliament. 

 

1.1.1.2 Domestic Law 

The legislative process1 includes the following steps when legislation is being proposed by a Ministry or 

Government Department in Uganda: 

 The Ministry concerned approaches Cabinet through a Cabinet Memorandum with a proposal for 

Cabinet to approve the principles for the drafting of the Bill. Cabinet approval in principle is required 

before drafting of the subject legislation. This is provided for under paragraph 2 of Section (Q-b) of the 

Uganda Public Service Standing Orders, 2010. 

 Cabinet then considers the proposals as contained in the Cabinet Memorandum of the Ministry 

concerned and approves the principles on the basis of which a Bill is to be drafted. 

 When Cabinet approves the principles for the drafting of a Bill, it authorises the responsible Minister to 

issue drafting instructions to the First Parliamentary Counsel/Attorney General to draft the necessary 

legislation. 

 The Ministry concerned would then request the First Parliamentary Counsel through the Attorney 

General to draft the legislation on the basis of the approved principles as contained in a Cabinet 

Minute. 

 Where the instructions are not clear, the First Parliamentary Counsel will ask the Ministry concerned 

for further instructions and where necessary request that Ministry to identify an officer in the Ministry 

to liaise with the office of First Parliamentary Counsel in the drafting of the Bill. 

                                                      
1 Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs: “Manual on the Legislative Process in Uganda” prepared by the First 

Parliamentary Council, 2014. 
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  In drafting the legislation, the office of the First Parliamentary Counsel will interact with the Ministry 

concerned to arrive at an agreed draft. 

 The Ministry concerned may again consult stakeholders as to the contents of the Bill. 

 The Ministry concerned will have to submit the Bill to Cabinet for approval together with a Cabinet 

Memorandum and any comments of the stakeholders. Paragraph 7 of Section (Q-b) of the Uganda 

Public Service Standing Orders, 2010 provides that no Bill without exception should be published 

unless it has been submitted to Cabinet for approval. 

 In the course of drafting the Bill the draftsperson is required to bear in mind the need to keep the Law 

Officers namely, the Attorney General and the Solicitor General informed. This is regulated by 

paragraph 6 of Section (Q-b). 

 

Submission of Bill to Cabinet 

 When the Bill is being submitted to Cabinet for approval, the Cabinet memorandum of the Ministry will 

have to be accompanied by- 

o a certificate of compliance issued by the Office of the First Parliamentary Counsel to the effect 

that the Bill has been drafted by the Office of the First Parliamentary Counsel in accordance with 

the principles approved in the Cabinet decision issued for the drafting of the Bill or that the Bill has 

been drafted on the basis of a waiver of prior Cabinet approval in principle by the Attorney 

General or the Solicitor General under para. 2(b) of Section (Q-b) of the Uganda Public Service 

Standing Orders. 

o a certificate of financial implications issued by the Ministry of Finance in accordance with section 

10 of the Budget Act, 2001 and rule 107 of the Rules of Procedure of Parliament, 2012 (the 

Rules), stating in respect of the Bill in question the financial implications if any, on revenue and 

expenditure over the period of not less than two years after its coming into force. Rule 107(2) of 

the Rules requires the certificate of financial implications to be signed by the Minister responsible 

for finance. 

 Cabinet may approve or reject the Bill or may approve the Bill subject to amendments. 

 The Office of the First Parliamentary Counsel will then incorporate any amendments approved by 

Cabinet in the Bill and seek the signature of the Minister concerned to an explanatory memorandum 

attached to the Bill. 

 Rule 106(2) of the Rules requires that all Bills shall be accompanied by an explanatory memorandum 

setting out the policy and principles of the Bill, the defects in the existing law if any, the remedies 

proposed to deal with those defects and the necessity for introduction of the Bill. According to rule 

106(3), the explanatory memorandum shall be signed by the Minister or by a member introducing the 

Bill.  

 First Parliamentary Counsel will authorise the Government Printer, the Uganda Printing and 

Publishing Corporation (UPPC) to print and publish the Bill in the Uganda Gazette. 

 The Ministry concerned must issue a Local Purchase Order (LPO) to be issued in favour of publishing 

the Bill. This is based on an estimate of costs issued by the Government Printer. 

 Rule 106(1) of the Rules of Procedure of Parliament provides that all Bills shall be published in the 

Gazette. 
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 After publication in the Gazette, the Ministry concerned will have to supply about 450 copies of the Bill 

to the Clerk to Parliament for use by parliamentarians. 

 The Ministry concerned will also have to supply to Parliament the certificate of financial implications to 

be tabled in Parliament for the First Reading of the Bill. 

 

Introduction of the Bill in Parliament 

The Bill then goes through the processes of Parliament necessary for passing a Bill. Rule 114 of the 

Rules provides that every Bill shall be read three times prior to its being passed.  The processes are 

prescribed by the Rules from Parts XVIII -XXI as follows: 

 First Reading: This is a formality which marks the formal introduction of the Bill in Parliament and the 

Bill is then committed to the relevant Sessional Committee of Parliament for consideration.  At this 

stage, the committee will normally invite the relevant Minister to introduce the Bill and may invite other 

stakeholders to state their views on the provisions of the Bill and the committee may even sometimes 

hold hearings for the purpose. 

 Submission of Report by the Sessional Committee: The committee must submit a report on the 

Bill to the plenary of Parliament and at the same time, Parliament will consider the Bill at Second 

Reading which is a debate on the principles and policies of the Bill and not on its details.  According to 

rule 119(5) of the Rules (subject to the Rules) the Second Reading of the Bill shall not be taken earlier 

than the fourteenth day after publication of the Bill in the Gazette, unless the sub-rule is formally 

suspended for the purpose. 

 Committee of the Whole House Stage: This is the stage of the Bill at which Parliament deals with 

the provisions of the Bill, clause by clause and all proposed amendments to the Bill.  The Committee 

Stage is regulated by Part XX of the Rules (rules 120 - 124).  According to rule 123(4) of the Rules of 

Procedure of Parliament the Committee of the whole House shall consider proposed amendments by 

the Committee to which the Bill was referred and may consider proposed amendments, on notice, 

where the amendments were presented but rejected by the relevant Committee or where, for 

reasonable cause, the amendments were not presented before the relevant Committee. 

 Report of Committee after Committee Stage: This is where the Committee of the Whole House 

reports to the plenary on the Bill which has been committed and amendments are considered (see 

rule 125). 

 Re-committal: This is a stage which comes at the end of the Committee Stage where it is felt that 

there are still certain amendments which have to be considered or reconsidered (see Part XXI rule 

127). 

 Third Reading and passing of the Bill: At this stage the Bill is not debated and it is passed as a 

formality upon a motion “that the Bill be now read Third Time and do pass” (rule 126 of the Rules). 

 Withdrawal of Bills: “The member in charge of a Bill may, at any time, give notice that he or she 

wishes to withdraw a Bill subject to the approval of the House” (see rule 129(1)).  The procedure for 

reintroducing the Bill is provided for under rule 129(2). 

 Publication of Acts: Acts must be assented by the President, published and numbered. 

 Actions before commencement of Act: Where an Act confers power on a Minister to make a 

statutory instrument to bring an Act into force, the power to make the instrument may be exercised 

even though the Act has not come into force. 
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1.1.2 Institutional  

The Ministry of Works and Transport is responsible for policy and oversight over public entities with 

regard to all modes of transport. 

The Uganda National Roads Authority (UNRA) is responsible for the management of the road network 

and overload control. 

The Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development is responsible for the Uganda 

Computer Systems. 

The Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) is responsible for the collection of vehicle registration and driving 

licence fees. 

The Uganda Road Fund is responsible for financing the implementation of the Annual Road Maintenance 

Programmes (ARMP) that are carried out by UNRA, Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA) and the other 

designated agencies responsible for District, Urban and Community Access Roads. 

The Transport Licensing Board regulates the use of public service vehicles, private omnibuses and 

goods vehicles other than owner’s transport and producer sellers’ vehicles throughout Uganda. 

The National Road Safety Council is responsible for road safety management. 

The National Police is responsible for traffic law enforcement. 

Policy: Uganda has an integrated national transport policy. 

1.1.3 Vehicle Load Management 

Uganda has a vehicle load management strategy which was compiled in 2014 and which complies with 

the VLM strategy agreed on by the Tripartite. 

1.1.3.1 Policy Reforms 

Uganda is part of the East African Community, which promulgated the EAC Vehicle Load Control Act, and 

has incorporated most of the policy reforms that have been agreed on by the Tripartite.  This Act has 

however not yet been domesticated. 

1.1.3.2 Harmonisation 

 Legal load limits: Uganda has not yet domesticated the EAC Vehicle Loads Act and therefore the 

Traffic and Road Safety (Weighbridges) Regulations, 2010 still apply.  These Regulations are not in 

line with the Tripartite decision on load limits. 

 Legal definitions in relation to vehicles and vehicle load management: Most of the definitions in 

relation to heavy vehicles are aligned with the Tripartite VLM MOU.  However, not all the definitions 

are aligned. 

 Demerit points and overload fees: The penalties are not in line with the Tripartite decision. 

 Electronic payment: Payment is done manually. 

1.1.3.3 Regional VLM Requirements 

The establishment of the Vehicle Load Management Working Group at the Tripartite level is a function of 

the Tripartite, as well as the regional network of weighing stations, the regional performance audits, the 

regional weighbridge operations and procedures manual and the exchange of information.  As these are 
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functions of the Tripartite which need to be initiated by the Tripartite, Uganda’s function in this regard is to 

ensure its participation in the regional programme 

1.1.3.4 Weighbridge Certification, Verification and Maintenance  

Uganda verifies its weighbridges annually in accordance with Uganda Compulsory Standard US 

1004:1999/OIML R76-1: “Standard Specification for Non-automatic Weighing Instruments”. 

1.1.3.5 Performance-based System 

There are no performance-based (self-regulatory or road transport management) systems in Uganda yet.   

1.1.3.6 Liability for Overload Offences 

The driver and the operator may be held responsible for overload offences. 

1.1.3.7 Reciprocal Recognition  

The current Uganda Regulations do not make provision for reciprocal recognition, but the EAC Vehicle 

Load Control Act does.  As soon as Uganda has ratified and domesticated the EAC Vehicle Load Control 

Act, their legislation will be in line with the requirements of the Tripartite with regards to reciprocal 

recognition. 

1.1.3.8 Tolerance 

It is not known what tolerance Uganda allows. 

1.1.3.9 Training 

Training happens on a needs basis. 

1.1.3.10 Transitional Provisions of the VLM MOU 

The VLM MOU has not yet been signed, but Uganda is in an excellent position to adapt the EAC Vehicle 

Load Control Act in accordance with the VLM with the view to ratify it. 

1.1.3.11 Implementation Framework 

Uganda must compile an implementation framework for the VLM MOU. 

1.1.4 Baseline Requirements for Vehicle Standards 

1.1.4.1 Equipment on Vehicles 

The Uganda National Bureau of Standards (UNBS) accepted quite a few of the US-based standards in 

relation to for example braking, lights and safety belts (including safety seating for children).  The 

standards however that were not found include those relating to wheel flaps and rear underrun protection 

devices.  Most of the standards are also not compulsory.  Uganda should review its standards and its 

regulations in relation to equipment on vehicles in accordance with those agreed on by the Tripartite. 

1.1.4.2 Vehicle Dimensions and Regulations 

Maximum Length: 

 For a single vehicle: 12.5m 

 For and articulated motor vehicle: 17m 
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 For a combination of motor vehicles: 22m – in line with Tripartite. 

 

Maximum Width of Vehicles:  

 2.5m – in line with the Tripartite, except that the Tripartite allows 2.6m for goods vehicles exceeding 

12 000kg and for buses of which the distance between the centre lines of the two front wheels 

exceeds 1.9m. 

 

Maximum Height of Vehicles: 

 4m – the Tripartite allows 4.6m for a double decker bus and 4.3m for all other vehicles. 

 

1.1.4.3 Loads on Vehicles 

Maximum Gross Weight 

 A vehicle, trailer or engineering plant with two axles: 18 tonne; 

 A vehicle, trailer or engineering plant with three axles: 24 tonne; 

 A vehicle, trailer or engineering plant with a tandem axle group on the front steering and a tandem 

axle at the rear: 30 tonne; 

 A truck-trailer vehicle with a total of four axles: 38 tonne; 

 A truck-trailer vehicle with a total of five axles: 42 tonne; 

 A truck-trailer vehicle with a total of six axles: 50 tonne; 

 A truck-trailer vehicle with a total of seven axles: 56 tonne, and 

 A semi-trailer with a total of three axles: 28 tonne. 

 

Axle load limits 

 Single steering axle: 8 tonne; 

 Single axle fitted with four or more wheels: 10 tonne; 

 A tandem axle group on the front steering axle of a truck with two wheels on each axle: 14 tonne; 

 A tandem axle group having four wheels on each axle: 16 tonne; 

 A triple axle group (tridem) having four wheels on each axle: 24 tonne; 

 A tandem axle having four wheels each on one axle and two wheels on another: 12 tonne, and 

 A triple axle group (tridem) having four wheels each on two axles and two wheels on one axle: 

18 tonne. 

 

1.1.4.4 Transportation of Dangerous Goods 

Uganda adopted a US standard relating to the design of tankers.  However, the UN model regulations and 

standards on the transport of dangerous goods have not been adopted as standards and incorporated 

into the Uganda legislation. 
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1.1.4.5 Testing of Vehicles for Roadworthiness  

The UNBS adopted the US 479:2004 Code of practice for inspection of vehicles for roadworthiness, which 

requirements are in conformity with the Tripartite agreement. 

The Code of Practice has however not been made compulsory by the Uganda National Bureau of 

Standards or incorporated into the Uganda Road Traffic Legislation in order to achieve compulsory 

compliance. 

It was indicated by the officials at the Ministry of Works and Transport that new regulations are being 

drafted for the testing of vehicles for roadworthiness.  At the time of the interviews, no vehicle testing was 

performed in Uganda although vehicle inspection is still a statutory requirement by law (S.I. 361-7 of 

1998).  Due to subjective visual inspections that are performed without any equipment, mandatory vehicle 

roadworthy inspections were stopped in 1998.  The following visual vehicle inspections are still being 

performed in Uganda: 

 Vehicles involved in an accident are inspected by the Police  

 Public Service Vehicles are inspected by the Transport Licensing Board, and 

 Government Vehicles are inspected by the Chief Mechanical Engineer. 

 

 

Figure 1: Visual Inspection Sheet for Public Service Vehicles 

To regulate the quality of vehicles being imported, UNBS implemented a Pre-Export Verification of 

Conformity (PVoC) to standards procedure.  The PVoC was implemented through the appointment of 

accredited private companies that carry out vehicle standard inspections on behalf of UNBS in the 

countries of origin.  The PVoC is a conformity assessment procedure based on Article 5 of the WTO 
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Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement (WTO/TBT Agreement).  The program is designed and 

streamlined to be fully consistent with the rules, regulations and legitimate instruments incorporated in the 

relevant agreement of the World Trade Organisation (WTO). 

 

Figure 2: Pre-Export Verification of Conformity to Standards (PVoS) Process 

1.1.4.6 Evaluation of Vehicle Test Stations 

The Ministry of Works and Transport and SGS SA (Société Générale de Surveillance SA) of Switzerland 

has recently signed a Build Own and Operate (BOO) contractual arrangement for a period of five years.  

At the time of the visit, the contractor has commenced with the start-up process, i.e. securing land for the 

vehicle testing stations whilst also recruiting inspectors of vehicles.  

It was indicated that two Grade A and two Grade B Vehicle Testing Stations with four test lanes each are 

to be operated within the greater Kampala Metropolitan Area (GKMA), whilst three mobile vehicle testing 

stations are to be commissioned by a subcontractor, i.e. Workshop Electronics, a South African vehicle 

testing equipment supplier.  Additional testing stations are planned for Gulu, Eastern and Mbarara 

districts. 

  

  

Figure 3: Mobile Vehicle Testing Units as supplied by Workshop Electronics to SGS SA 
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The testing stations are to be equipped with the following equipment: 

 Brake tester 

 Wheel alignment tester / Scuff gauge 

 Axle playwear detection  

 Suspension tester 

 Headlamp beam tester 

 CO2 Emission 

 Noise (pollution) tester 

 

In accordance with the BOO, the rates to be charged to the public are to recover operational and capital 

costs incurred.  The rates are determined by the Ministry.  Annual inspection will be implemented for 

vehicles older than four years whilst Public Service Vehicles are subject to bi-annual inspections, i.e. 

every six months. 

There is no standard for the evaluation of vehicle testing stations or a separate organisation performing 

such evaluations. 

1.1.5 Baseline Requirements for Driver Standards 

1.1.5.1 Driving Licence Categories 

The Uganda driving licence categories and professional driver categories listed in the table below do not 

comply with the Baseline Requirements. 

Vehicle Code Description 
Public Service Vehicle Drivers 

Passenger Allowance Age Restriction 

Group A Motor cycles 7 and below 18 years and above 

Group B 

Motor cars, dual purpose 

vehicles and light goods 

vehicles 

7 and below 18 years and above 

Group CM 

Medium goods motor 

vehicles and Heavy 

Tractors 

  

Group CH Heavy good vehicles   

Group DL Light Omnibuses 
Above 7 up to 20 At least 25 but not more than 65 

years of age 

Group DM Medium Omnibuses 
Above 20 up to 60 At least 30 but not more than 65 

years of age 

Group DH Heavy Omnibuses 
Above 60 At least 35 but not more than 65 

years of age 

Group E Combination of Vehicles   

Group F 
Pedestrian Controlled 

Vehicles 
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Vehicle Code Description 
Public Service Vehicle Drivers 

Passenger Allowance Age Restriction 

Group G Engineering Plant   

Group H Tractors   

Group I Hover Vehicles   

 

The following age restrictions and experience are prescribed in the Regulations as published in 2012, 

where a person who wishes to extend his or her driving licence authorisation to cover additional vehicles 

groups: 

 From Group B to DL, the driver must have had a Group B authorisation for at least five years, and 

shall be at least 25 years of age; 

 From Group B to CM, the driver must have had a Group B for at least three years, and shall be at 

least 25 years of age; 

 From Group CM to CH, the driver must have had a Group CM for at least three years, and shall be at 

least 30 years of age; 

 From Group DL to DM, the driver must have had a Group DL for at least three years and shall be at 

least 30 years of age, or 

 From Group DM to DH, the driver must have had a Group DM for at least three years, and must be at 

least 35 years of age. 

 

A person must be at least 18 years before applying for a driving licence for Groups A, B, F or H.  A driving 

licence is issued for one or three years depending on the amount paid by the applicant to the issuing 

authority (URA).  However, the amount payable for the production of the driving licence card is exactly the 

same for both the one and three year validity periods.  A one and three year driving licence card may be 

renewed within four years and two years respectively following the expiry of the card.  The driving licence 

authorisations are forfeited when the card is not renewed within the allowed periods upon which the 

licence authorisations must be obtained afresh with testing requirements. 

A Public Service Vehicle (PSV) or Private Omnibus (PMO) may only be driven by drivers that held a 

Group B motor vehicle for at least five years.  In case the PSV or PMO falls within Group DL, DM, DH or 

E, the driver must pass the prescribed vetting and refresher training at licensed driving schools in order to 

obtain a certificate of compliance and a drivers’ badge that are issued by the Transport Licencing Board.  

The original certificate of compliance, drivers’ badge and driving licence must be presented to the police 

upon request. 
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1.1.5.2 Driving Licence Card 

The Uganda driving licence card is printed on paper and encapsulated in plastic sealed around the edges 

of the document as depicted in Figure 4 below. 

. 

Figure 4: Driving Licence Card (front and back) 

 

The following is noted to be non-compliant with the Baseline Requirements: 

 Validity period of the licence is limited to 3 years (maximum) instead of a 5 year period.  The reason 

for this apparent anomaly is not clear as the renewal is allowed within a 5 year period even though the 

card already expired. 

 Layout and colour zones on the front. 

 Vehicle licence categories and pictograms. 

 Pictograms for driver and vehicle restrictions should be used instead of numbers. 

Furthermore, the 2D barcode could not be scanned to verify it’s compliance as the entire contents appear 

to be encrypted.  It should be noted that in terms of the Baseline Requirements, the barcode may include 

a digital signature to enable authentication, but the entire contents should not be encrypted in order to 

allow all regional authorities to scan the 2D barcode and retrieve the driver details and licence 

authorisation(s) at all times (in the absence of the key to the digital signature). 

1.1.5.3 Professional Driving Permit 

Tripartite members may issue a second document in respect of the PrDP authorisation instead of 

endorsing same on the driving licence, provided that it is clearly stated that the PrDP is not a driving 

licence and must be accompanied by a valid driving licence.   

The certificate of compliance (see Figure 12) and the public service vehicle drivers’ badge (see Figure 13) 

issued by the Transport Licensing Board are not compliant to the Baseline Requirements for a 

Professional Driving Permit.  

A Professional Driving Permit (PrDP) should be considered with categories Goods, Passengers and 

Dangerous Goods together with a two year renewal period.  The PSV requirements for police clearance, 

vetting and medical examinations as well as for refresher training course for dangerous goods are in line 

with the requirements.   
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1.1.5.4 Training and Testing of Drivers and Professional Drivers 

Drivers 

It was indicated by the officials at Ministry of Works and Transport that the legislation for the training and 

testing of drivers are under review whilst the EAC legislation applies.  The Ministry registers driving 

schools and licence driving instructors.  Vehicles with dual pedal controls are used to train learner drivers.  

The Police officers at the Inspectorate of Vehicles (IOV) indicated that new procedures were recently 

implemented to require Driving Schools to issue a certificate to confirm that learners have been trained by 

them for at least one month in respect of theory and practical driving skills.  The theory includes 

knowledge of the traffic legislation, Highway Code and road signals and signs.  However, a learner may 

still apply for a driving test in case the learner can present a valid learner licence certificate that was 

obtained at least a month before the test.  

It was also indicated that a standard curriculum was drafted and is in use for the training of first time 

drivers of motorcycles and small sedan vehicles whilst a curriculum for buses and heavy vehicles are still 

in process of being drafted.  In accordance with the Regulations (2012), it is required that learners be 

tested in accordance with the Uganda driver examiner manual. 

The IOV indicated that learners are required to pass a written test where after the practical test 

commences with the testing of the learners’ skills to reverse and park a vehicle at the testing grounds, 

followed by a yard test and finally a road test on a public road.  The theory test comprises multiple choice 

questions to be completed within 30 minutes with a minimum score of 75% to pass the test.  A learner that 

failed the test twice must present a certificate of completion of training for theory driving lessons.  When a 

learner has passed all the tests, a Certificate of Competence is issued that allows the learner to apply for 

a driving licence card. 

The Ministry of Works and Transport contracted Face Technologies in 2003 for a 2 year period to perform 

the design, printing and supply of the computerised driving permits, i.e. the provisional permit or learner 

licence, temporary driving permit/licence (paper copy) and driving permit/licence card.  This contract was 

subsequently extended to 2020.  Face Technologies prints the cards in Kampala with satellite offices in 

Mbarara, Fort Portal, Jinja, Mbale, Gulu and Arua. 

The Traffic and Road Safety Act of 2008 assigned the responsibility for the issuing driving licences to the 

URA.  In order to obtain a driving licence the following procedure is to be followed: 

 At any URA licensing office, complete and submit an application form (Form VII) and submit a medical 

certification as completed by any registered medical practitioner (Form UCDP1) and submit proof of 

payment.  URA requires proof of payment within their bank account. 
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Figure 5: Driving Licence Form VII (2 pages) 

 

 

Figure 6: Medical Examination (Form UCDP1)  
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Figure 7: Medical Examination as prescribed by the new Regulations (2012) 

 

 URA has computerized the application process with the introduction of an online payment portal for all 

driving licence transactions except the fees that are payable directly to the card printing service 

provider (Face Technologies). 

 

Figure 8: URA Online Payment for Driving Licence Transactions 
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 With proof of payment, a provisional driving licence or learner licence can be obtained from the 

Computerised Driving Permit Centre (CDPC) operated by Face Technologies.  According to Face 

Technologies' website, the business processes in accordance with the flow diagram in Figure 9 are 

implemented at the centre.  

 

Figure 9: Process Description on Face Technologies' Website 

 

 Upon completion of driving lessons at a licensed Driving School, the Driving School or learner may 

apply for a driving test at driving test centre of the IOV by submitting a valid provisional or learner 

licence, certificate of completion of training and proof of payment made to URA for the test. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Prescribed Driving Test Application 

Form in the new Regulations (2012)  
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 If the driving test was successfully completed, the IOV issues a Certificate of Competence (see Figure 

11) that is provided to URA where the learner may submit an application for a driving licence card.  

The learner licence with complete Forms VII and UCDP1 are submitted with proof of payment for 

either a three year or one year driver licence card.  A medical examination is not required if it was 

already submitted as part of the preceding learner licence, but it is required in case of an additional 

authorization, i.e. extension of licensed vehicle group.  The proof of payment copy is stamped by the 

URA’s licensing officer at the tax payer service desk as a receipt that the application was received. 

 

Figure 11: Certificate of Competence in the new Regulations (2012) 

 

 A temporary driving licence (paper copy) may be collected from the CDPC and the driving licence 

card after a prescribed waiting period.  Payment for the production of the card is made directly to the 

service provider. 

 

In addition to the above, URA provides for the following driving licence transaction and the payment of 

application and test fees: 

 Duplicate driving licence permit / certificate  

 Extension in order to apply for a further licence group 

 Exchange of foreign driving licences 

 Renewal of a driving licence (full and provisional)  

 

Professional Drivers 

During the interviews it was confirmed that although no professional driving permits are issued, a similar 

approach is followed for the drivers of public service vehicles and goods vehicles.  It is a legislative 

requirement that drivers of public service vehicles and good vehicles must apply at the Transport 

Licensing Board of the Ministry of Works and Transport for a certificate of compliance (see Figure 12) and 

a public service vehicle driver’s badge (see Figure 13). 
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In terms of the required application assessment, the driver is vetted by the Board and the Police to:  

 Confirm the driver’s age as appropriate for the licence group of vehicles; 

 Confirm that the driver complied with the appropriate refresher driving course as required;  

 Verify the drivers’ driving record; 

 Investigate the criminal and behavioural record of the person, and 

 Establish the mental and physical state of the driver.  

 

Annual refresher driving training and annual medical examination is required.  

 

 

Figure 12: Application Form and Certificate of Compliance in the new Regulations (2012) 
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Figure 13: PSV Driver's Badge as prescribed by the new Regulations (2012) 

 

1.1.6 Baseline Requirements for Compliance and Law Enforcement 

1.1.6.1 Road Transport Management System (RTMS) 

There is currently no Road Transport Management System (performance-based system or self-regulatory 

system) in Uganda 

1.1.6.2 Enforcement Procedures for Foreign Operators and Drivers 

No differentiation is made between local and foreign operators. 

1.1.7 Exchange of Information 

1.1.7.1 System 

e-Tax System of URA 

URA deployed an e-Tax System on an Oracle SuperCluster, Oracle Solaris 11, and Oracle Database 

through Technology Associates.  The same service provider supplied and implemented the hardware and 

software for the Oracle platform.  URA head office is in Kampala (Nakawa Industrial) with 86 branches 

countrywide and a staff complement of approximately 2 300.  

The Motor Vehicle Registration System (MVRS) of the e-Tax system provides for the following 

transactions: 

 Registration of a vehicle; 

 Checking of a vehicle’s details online;  

 Re-registration; 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/servers/sparc-enterprise/supercluster/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/solaris/overview/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/database/index.html
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 Change of ownership;  

 Deregistration;   

 Registration of dealer licence;  

 Registration of owners transport vehicle (OTV); 

 Certification of records and temporary importation of vehicles; 

 Registration for boarded-off vehicles; 

 Endorsement of third parties; 

 Duplicate documents, and  

 Registration of ambulances and freezer trucks. 

 

URA has introduced online payments for driving licence transaction as part of the e-Tax System.  The 

service provider for the printing of driving licence cards also maintains a database of cards issued.  The e-

Tax System allows for the following online payments: 

 Duplicate Driving Licence; 

 Extension, for each class; 

 Foreign Driving Licence Exchange, for one and three years respectively; 

 Full/New Driving Licence Permit, for one and three years respectively; 

 Learner/Provisional Driving Permit; 

 Renewal of Driving Permit, for one and three years respectively, and 

 Test Fees, for each class. 

 

1.1.7.2 Vehicle Register 

The Ministry of Works and Transport intends to establish a motor vehicle database to complement the 

Motor Vehicle Registration System (MVRS) of URA.  The Ministry of Works and Transport requires 

Société Générale de Surveillance SA of Switzerland (SGS SA) to interlink the new vehicle testing stations 

in Uganda whilst maintaining a computerised register of all vehicles and roadworthy tests that are required 

and performed. 

The URA has computerised the registration of vehicles as from 

middle of 2012, by implementing the Motor Vehicle Registration 

System (MVRS) as part of the e-Tax system. New vehicles are 

registered on the new system upon import.  For all vehicles that 

were already in Uganda, a re-registration process was followed 

where vehicle owners had to replace their old registration books 

with the new registration book.  The new registration book can 

also be obtained online.  As the MVRS replaced the previous 

Motor Vehicle Information System (MOVIS) that became obsolete, 

the re-registration was validated against the information on record 

and in case it did not match, the vehicle and all relevant vehicle 
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ownership documents had to be presented to URA for inspection and/or investigation. 

All vehicle owners and importers of vehicles must have a Tax Identification Number (TIN) as all vehicles 

are linked to a vehicle owners’ TIN.  Legislation requires that: 

 Possession and use of a motor vehicle without registration is prohibited. 

 Motor vehicle taxes must be paid in accordance with their classified tax categories. 

 All vehicles are subject to an inspection to confirm details. 

 All temporary importation of vehicles for a period of one year is limited to expatriates, transfer of staff 

to a neighbouring country and vehicles belonging to construction companies. 

 Returning residents who have owned their vehicle for more than one year are exempted from taxes. 

 A vehicle importer is required to appoint a clearing agent. 

 

The system is also used at one-stop border points at the customs stations of Mutukula, Entebbe, Katuna, 

Malaba, and Busia where joint-clearance of cargo is done by URA and revenue authorities of 

neighbouring countries.  

A clearing agent must facilitate the import process of a vehicle and the subsequent first owner registration.  

The system provides for an online tracking process whereby the agent and new owner are provided with a 

reference number and registration process status updates via email.  The vehicle owner is allowed at re-

registration to specify a preferred personalized plate number.  

 

The registration process includes the issuance of an e-acknowledgement receipt, a notice of assessment 

(statement of fees to be paid) and a payment registration slip (completed bank deposit slip). Upon 

completion of the registration process, a new registration book and a vehicle number plate are issued. 

URA provides for comprehensive and user friendly “How to…” information brochures in order for the 

public to perform the above-mentioned vehicle transactions online.  The vehicle transactions are 

performed mainly through Form MV 7001 that is computerised through the online interactive transaction 

process. 
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Figure 14: Vehicle Registration Form (pages 1 and 2) 

 

  

Figure 15: Vehicle Registration Form (pages 3 and 4) 
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Figure 16: URA “How to” Guide explaining Online Vehicle Registration 

 

 

Figure 17: Online Acknowledgement Receipt and Notice of Assessment (images from URA "How 

to" Guides) 
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Figure 18: Bank Payment Slip (images from URA "How to" Guides) 

 

1.1.7.3 Operator Register 

During the interviews it was indicated that the registration and licensing of operators are performed 

without any computerised system.  Domestic operator vehicles for public service vehicles are regulated in 

respect of buses whilst taxis are not limited to a specific route.  The Transport Licensing Board consults 

with existing operators when allocating a route to a new bus operator.  Timetables and specific timeslots 

of operations are used to manage the public transport.  The following classes of operator vehicles are 

prescribed, although not all are regulated and registered: 

 Class G: Goods vehicle; 

 Class T: Town taxicab vehicle; 

 Class C: Country taxicab vehicle; 

 Class A: Tourist agent vehicle, and 

 Class R: Rental vehicle. 
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Figure 19: Application Form for an Operator's Vehicle Licence and example of a Licence Disc 

1.1.7.4 Driver Register 

The Ministry of Works and Transport has contracted Face Technologies (Pty) Ltd under a Build Own 

Transfer arrangement (BOT) for the Design, Production and Supply of Computerised Driving Permits to 

Uganda drivers.  A computerised database of all permits issued is maintained. 

However, URA who is responsible for the issuance of driving licences has implemented an online 

application and payment process through the e-Tax system for all types of driving licence transactions as 

well as tests, whilst Face Technologies are only paid by the drivers for the production of their provisional, 

temporary and full driving licence when the applications have been approved. 

1.1.7.5 Overloading 

Weighbridges are operated 24 hours for 7 days per week.  

Each weighbridge has a stand-alone computerised system for 

the printing of a weighbridge certificate that is used for 

prosecution by the Police.  Police officers are also stationed at 

the weighbridge.  

The ICT Department of UNRA is in the process of developing a 

central weighbridge system, referred to as Tontel that is CCTV 

based solution with weighbridge functions.  The new system 

must still be integrated with the scales at the weighbridges.  

The new system is to address the existing system concerns as 

noted by the Royal Haskoning DHV (RHDHV), Namela and 
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Newplan Association (led by RHDHV) as part of the Axle Load Management Final Report submitted to 

UNRA in 2015.  The following concerns were identified: 

 Automatic recording of axle weights to the databases has been provided at all weighing stations and 

for mobile weighing equipment, although three different systems are used for this purpose; 

 Manual recording of vehicle, owner, driver and load data onto the axle load record in the database is 

used; 

 Manual data transfer from weighing station sites to UNRA headquarters is carried out, except from 

two weighing stations that are directly linked, and 

 Records from each weighing station are manually manipulated to provide a central record of all 

weighing operations in the country. 

 

The following concerns relating to the existing systems that were initially identified include the following: 

 There are no inter-departmental (Police, URA, Justice/Law and Order sector, and/or Licensing Board) 

digital information channels for information validation, business processes support, and/or audit.  

Police do sometimes approach UNRA for information.  This information is housed within a Microsoft 

Access database; 

 The entire prosecution process is paper based.  From the weighbridge certificate to the prosecution 

notice issued at the weighing station to the receipt (or deposit slip from the bank) that the driver has to 

submit for proof-of-payment for the criminal offence;  

 Low bandwidth connections to the connected weighing station sites; 

 Effort is required to manually capture vehicle and driver data which is already recorded in national 

databases elsewhere, i.e. e-Tax System of URA, leading to incorrect information relating to certain 

cases being recorded, which conflicts with national register information.  Lack of correct owner 

information jeopardises the possibility of holding the owner of the vehicle responsible for the 

commission of the offence; 

 No data relating to the consignor or consignee of goods (obtainable from consignment notes or weigh 

bills) is recorded at present; 

 The amount of the payload carried by the vehicle, as contained in the consignment note or weigh bill, 

is not recorded; 

 The need for intervention to compile the national vehicle weighing database from the weighing station 

databases; 

 The data recorded is not analysed to monitor or identify anomalies which may suggest that corrupt 

practice is occurring, with interrogation of the database for this purpose usually triggered elsewhere 

(such as a complaint), and 

 The entire prosecution system is recorded and handled manually, with only the resulting outcome and 

fines being recorded on the weighbridge database. 

 

The process flow and process description associated with the weighbridge operations was documented 

by the RHDHV, Namela and Newplan Association as part of the Axle Load Information Systems report 

submitted to UNRA in 2014.  These business processes are depicted on a high level in Figure 20.   
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Figure 20: Weighbridge Process (Axle Load Information Systems Report of UNRA prepared by 

RHDHV, Namela & Newplan Association) 

 

The process flow for the weighing of heavy vehicles on a high level is as follows: 

 A heavy vehicle will drive over a Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) device.  The WIM’s accuracy is less than that 

of a static scale and hence the tolerances are set higher; 

 If the heavy vehicle is within those tolerances, it will be allowed to continue driving.  If the heavy 

vehicle is above the tolerances set, it will be directed into the weighbridge; 

 The vehicle will be weighed on an accurate static scale.  If the vehicle is found to be within tolerance, 

it will be issued with a weighbridge certificate, and be allowed to continue its journey; 

 If the vehicle is found to be above the tolerance levels the driver/owner will be given the opportunity to 

dispute the findings.  If the driver/owner does not dispute the findings, he/she will have to pay the fine 

immediately.  If the fine is not paid within 90 days, the vehicle will be confiscated and a notice of 

auction will be published after which the vehicle will be auctioned to cover costs (the balance, if any, 

will be reimbursed to the owner); 

 If the driver/owner disputes the findings he will still be allowed to pay immediately to allow the vehicle 

to proceed whilst awaiting the outcome of the dispute, or within 90 days; 

 If the driver/owner does not pay the prescribed fine after declaring a dispute, the driver/owner will be 

allowed to wait for the arbitration ruling to be received (within the 90 day period limit).  If the dispute is 

found to be in the favour of the driver/owner, the fine will be reversed and a weighbridge certificate will 

be given to the driver/owner after which the vehicle will be allowed to proceed.  If the dispute was 

found to be against the driver/owner the fine will be endorsed and the driver/owner will be required to 

pay the fine (within the remaining 90 day period time limit). 
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1.1.7.6 Offence and Accident Register 

The prosecution system is currently entirely paper based.  The Justice Law and Order Sector (JLOS) is 

engaged in a reform process ongoing across the entire justice sector through a sector wide approach 

within Uganda.  JLOS has commenced with a project to establish an Integrated Justice Information 

Management System.(https://www.jlos.go.ug:442/index.php/projects/justice-information-systems/ijmis). 

The establishment of a Road Crash Database System was noted as a World Bank funded project.  The 

overall objective of the project was to enable the establishment of a well-functioning reliable road crash 

data system that contributes to improved road crash data collection, analysis and utilization.  

The initial phases of the project have been completed for defining the requirements of the system, training 

and piloting it, whilst the commissioning or roll-out of the system is yet to be concluded. 

1.1.7.7 Summary 

The status quo in respect of the computerised systems and registers currently operational in Uganda can 

be summarised as follows: 

No Register Computerised System  

1 Vehicles Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) has implemented an online Motor 

Vehicle Registration System (MVRS) as part of the e-Tax system for 

vehicle registration, ownership administration and tax collection. 

2 Vehicle fitness None, but due to be implemented by SGS SA in future. 

3 Drivers and 

professional drivers 

The URA has an online driving licence application process.  Driving 

licence cards are printed by private company that maintains database of 

documents printed.  

4 Driving licence codes Not compliant with baseline requirements. 

5 Driver Training Driving Schools are regulated together with licensed driving instructors, 

subject to tests and compliance requirements.  Written theoretical test, 

practical driving training and testing are performed on the road.   

A manual non-compliant process is followed by the Transport Licensing 

Board in respect of drivers of public service vehicles. 

6 Operators No computerised system is used.  Domestic Public Passenger Transport 

Operators are regulated and licensed by the Transport Licensing Board. 

7 Overloading Computerised stand-alone systems are used for printing a weighbridge 

certificate used for prosecution.  Weighbridges are not interlinked.  The 

ICT Department of UNRA is in the process of developing a CCTV-based 

central system with weighing functions. 

8 Law Enforcement The prosecution system is currently entirely paper based, but reform 

process is underway.  Accident system was piloted but not jet 

commissioned. 

9 Online Processing 

from all Offices 

Partly - Online driver, vehicle and operator systems.  

No vehicle testing, due late 2016/2017 

Operator registration – manual system 

Stand-alone weighbridge systems (new weighbridge system being 

https://www.jlos.go.ug:442/index.php/projects/justice-information-systems/ijmis
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No Register Computerised System  

developed to interlink weighbridges). 

Law enforcement – manual system. 

10 Online System 

Integration 

Limited - From desktop study (not confirmed), it seems that vehicle 

registration system include Interpol and Customs Clearance processes. 

1.1.8 Cross-Border Transportation 

1.1.8.1 Corridor Management 

Uganda has access to the port at Mombasa in Kenya via the Northern Corridor that traverses through 

Uganda. Uganda also has access to the following ports: 

 Lamu in Kenya via the Northern and Lamu Corridors, and  

 Dar es Salaam in Tanzania via the Central Corridor.  

The Dijbouti and Port Sudan Corridors end in relative close proximity to Uganda within South Sudan.  

These corridors are not actively managed to the same extend as the Northern and Central Corridors.  

However, Uganda, Burundi, Democratic Republic of Congo and Rwanda as landlocked countries have 

established corridor transit and transport agencies with Kenya and Tanzania respectively: 

 Kenya – Northern Corridor Transit and Transport Coordination Authority (NCTTCA): 

 Tanzania – Central Corridor Transit Transport Facilitation Agency (CCTTFA) 

Both the NCTTCA and CCTTFA are actively managing the corridors and removing trade and transit 

barriers, such as reduction of police road blocks, streamlined port and customs declarations and 

clearance procedures, streamlined border processes, one stop border posts and electronic cargo tracking.  

Uganda is actively participating and supporting the initiatives with the establishing of weighbridges at the 

One Stop Border Posts and has successfully pioneered the Electronic Cargo Tracking System (ECTS) on 

the Northern Corridor for the region. 
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Figure 21: Major Trade Corridors traversing and surrounding Uganda 
 

1.1.8.2 Cross-Border Permits and Customs Procedures 

Except for Southern Sudan, Uganda and its surrounding neighbours are party to the Trade and 

Facilitation Agency agreements with the NCTTCA and the CCTTFA.  The replacement of the manual 

issued cross-border permits with the TRIPS will complement the objectives of both the NCTTCA and 

CCTTFA. 

The information in respect of foreign vehicles, drivers and operators will be accessible on TRIPS to law 

enforcement officers.  It is therefore suggested that Customs Services may also access and verify 

particulars relating to foreign operators, vehicles and drivers (if the need arises) on TRIPS. 
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1.1.9 Regional Weighbridges 

1.1.9.1 Location 

The Tripartite Regional Weighbridge Location Plan (RWBLP) identified a regional weigh station in Uganda 

on the Northern Corridor at Magamaga.   

 

Figure 20: RWBLP: Northern Corridor with Regional Weighbridge at Magamaga in Uganda 

 

A study to support UNRA in the implementation of axle load control strategies on the National Road 

Network was completed in 2015.  This study recommended an optimum weigh station network based on 

the RWBLP methodology.  

The existing weighbridge at Magamaga, located on the Jinja-Iganga road, is included in the optimum 

domestic weighbridge network which comprises of six facilities located at Magamaga, Mbarara, Mubende, 

Luwero, Mbale and Kamdini (new facility).  The Magamaga weighbridge as a domestic weighbridge was 

recommended for an upgrade as in October 2013 as it comprised of the following: 

 Griffiths low speed weigh-in-motion (LS WIM) and fixed single axle scale; 

 Single computer loaded with the Griffiths weigh software; 

 A4 laser printer; 

 Local area network within the building; 

 Link for remote control (telephone line); 

 CCTV cameras; 

 Traffic light for directing vehicles onto the scale; 

 Generator for backup power, and 

 Holding area for load correction on the site. 
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Figure 22: Magamaga: Left – Drive Axle on LSWIM, Right – Single Deck Static Scale (Oct 2013) 

 

 

Figure 23: Magamaga: Office (October 2013) 

 

As the weigh stations that are currently under construction come into operation, which include 4 One Stop 

Border Post (OSBP) stations at Busia, Malaba, Mutukula and Elegu, as well as the new weighing station 

at Ntungamo, there will be 13 weigh stations in operation.  Eight will be on the Northern Corridor related 

roads (Busia, Malaba, Busitema, Magamaga, Lukaya, Mutukula, Mbarara, Ntungamo).   

UNRA currently operates eight permanent weighing stations on a 24-hour basis which generally cover the 

four corridors identified.  These are the Magamaga, Luwero, Lukaya, Mbarara, Mubende, Busitema, 

Mbale, and Kasese weighing stations.  At Kamengo and Lira mobile weighing scale equipment is 

operated for 12 hours per day for specific purposes.  Staff members work 12 hour shifts.   

Four “border post” weighing stations (intended to weighing incoming traffic only) are being constructed at 

Busia, Malaba, Mutukula and Elegu.  A further permanent weighing station is being constructed on a road 

construction project close to Ntungamo.  These weighing stations are appropriately positioned on the four 

main domestic corridors. 
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Figure 24: Location of Existing and Planned Weighing Stations and Domestic Corridors (2015) 

 

1.1.9.2 Design 

The identification of the Magamaga weighbridge as a regional Tripartite weighbridge has made the 

upgrade a priority.  The location and layout of the weighbridge relative to the road together with the 

equipment and systems must be reconsidered based on the design requirements stated in the RWBLP in 

order to reduce the excessive current queuing. 

  

Figure 25: Queues at the Magamaga weighbridge 

In accordance with the recommendations of the Reasonably Firm Tripartite Regional Weighbridge 

Location Plan Report, the Magamaga weighbridge is to be upgraded to a Large Type 2 Dual weighbridge 

with screening lanes based on the traffic counts that were available. 

There are 2 possible configurations of a Large Type 2 Dual weighbridge, depending on the road 

configuration: 

 divided freeway – see Figure 26 

 2 lane undivided road – see Figure 27 

 

For a Large Type 2 Dual weighbridge along a freeway, weighbridges are to be constructed on both sides 

of the road, with high speed weigh-in-motion on dedicated screening lanes leading to the weighbridges, 

allowing vehicles to proceed back to the road in case their load is within tolerance.  
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Figure 26: Dual Large Type 2 WS with dedicated screening lanes on both sides of a freeway  
 

For a 2 lane undivided road, an alternative configuration of the Large Type 2 weighbridge may be 

considered.  Such Large Type 2 weighbridge would operate on one side of the road only.  It will have with 

high speed weigh-in-motion on dedicated screening lanes specially constructed on both sides of the road.  

However, it has the limitation that heavy vehicles from one direction must cross the road to enter and exit 

the weighbridge.  This may cause traffic disruption especially during periods of high traffic volume and 

depending on the general traffic volume using the road, may need a special traffic light controlled 

intersection or an overpass to safely provide access from the opposite side of the road to the side on 

which the facility is constructed.   

 

Figure 27: Large Type 2 WS with dedicated screening lanes on both sides of the road 
 

The same truck traffic volume can be screening by a Large Type 2 Single Weighbridge with Dual 

Screening Lanes compared to a Large Type 2 Dual weighbridge, but at a significant reduction in capital 

costs.  Such configuration is also less costly to operate than a Large Type 2 Dual weighbridge as only one 
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shift at a time is required to control the station while 2 shifts are required for a dual facility.  A regional 

weigh station would normally operate 24 hours per day on routes which carry medium volumes of heavy 

vehicles.  To ensure optimal configuration of the weighbridge at Magamaga in terms of land requirements, 

capital costs and operations costs, it is recommended that new traffic counts be obtained prior to the re-

design of the weighbridge. 

1.1.10 Third Party Motor Vehicle Insurance Schemes 

1.1.10.1 Domestic 

The Third Party Motor Vehicle Insurance was initially centralised with a government owned insurance 

entity.  The industry was subsequently liberalised to allow private insurance companies.  Although it is a 

mandatory requirement to have a third party motor vehicle insurance, it was noted during the interviews 

that compensation is only paid following a police report where after the insurer also performs its own 

investigation.  

Owners of small vehicles currently pay between Shs 70 000 and Shs 80 000 while 14 seater taxis pay 

Shs100 000 to Shs 120 000, and bigger vehicles pay between Shs160 000 and Shs 200 000 annually for 

a motor third party insurance policy. 

Stamp duties are to be paid to URA and to the Insurance Regulatory Authority of Uganda (IRA) on the 

sale of third party motor vehicle insurance stickers by insurance companies.  The Insurance Regulatory 

Authority of Uganda (IRA) is in the process of reviewing the current Motor Vehicle Insurance Act of 1989. 

IRA-U wants the proposed Motor Third Party Insurance Bill 2015 to widen the scope of beneficiaries whilst 

reviewing the compensation requirements. 

1.1.10.2 Cross-Border 

Uganda is part of the COMESA Yellow card scheme.  
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ANNEXURE A: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

1 REPUBLIC OF UGANDA 

This report relates to the visit performed by the IT Expert from 2 to 3 June 2016.  Interviews were held 

with the officials as indicated in the following table.  

Name Institution Contact Details 

Dr Stephan Kasiima 

Director Traffic and Road 

Safety Directorate 

Assistant Inspector General of Police  

Uganda Police Force 

stevenkasiima@yahoo.com 

+256 712 767710 

+256 700 356081 

+256 784 497857 

Agnes Nabwire Waiswa 

ACCA, Assistant 

Commissioner 

Enforcement 

Uganda Revenue Authority anabwire@ura.go.ug 

+256 417 440000 

+256 417 442188 

+256 717 440279 

+256 772 493127 

Dunstan Luwaga 

Customs Enforcement / 

TMU 

Customs Modernization Project 

Uganda Revenue Authority 

dluwaga@ura.go.ug 

dluwaga@gmail.com 

+256 772-499398 

+256 718-765798 

John B Ssejemba  

Head Enforcement 

Directorate of Road Infrastructure Protection 

Uganda National Roads Authority 

john.ssejemba@unra.go.ug 

+256 414 318206 

+256 312 233206 

+256 772 455755 

Ronald Amanyire 

Secretary, National Road 

Safety Council 

Ministry of Works and Transport  

 

amronaldo77@gmail.com 

+256 414 236 646 

+256 772 904 543 

+256 792 904 543 

Tondo Zainah  

Standard Officer 

Uganda National Bureau of Standards (UNBS) zainah.tondo@unbs.go.ug 

zainatondo@yahoo.com 

+256 414 534 357 

+256 772 857 234 

Benson Turamye 

Director Procurement 

Audit & Investigations 

Public Procurement and Disposal of Public  

Of Public Assets Authority  

bturamye@ppda.go.ug 

+256 414 311112 

+256 414 311137 

+256 772 414328 

Nelson Rwenga 

Principal Transport 

Planner 

Ministry of Works and Transport  nelsonrwenaga@hotmail.com 

+256 759 931 554 

Kizito Edward 

Senior Safety Officer 

Ministry of Works and Transport kizito2000@hotmail.com 

+256 752 833 618 

Rosemary Tibiwa 

Assistant Commissioner  

Rail and Water Transport Services and 

Infrastructure  

Ministry of Works and Transport 

rtibiwa@yahoo.com 

+256 751 908493 

Amantire Ronald 

Secretary NRSC 

Ministry of Works and Transport 

 

amronaldo77@gmail.com 

+0772904543 

Sarah Kibwika  

Deputy Director 

Traffic Police  

Uganda Police Force 

0704372773 

0714667708 

mailto:francois.mivgoo@rtda.gov.rw
mailto:anabwire@ura.go.ug
mailto:dluwaga@ura.go.ug
mailto:jpaul.niyibizi@rtda.gov.na
mailto:john.ssejemba@unra.go.ug
mailto:faustin.ndahaya@trda.gov.rw
mailto:zainah.tondo@unbs.go.ug
mailto:zainatondo@yahoo.com
mailto:info@fischercons.com.na
mailto:kizito2000@hotmail.com
mailto:rtibiwa@yahoo.com
mailto:amronaldo77@gmail.com
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Name Institution Contact Details 

James Kasiita Pioneer Bus 0704572494 

Paul Ssebadduka 

Transport Committee 

Awakula Ennume pssebaadduka@gmail.com 

0759546291 

Leonard Atukunda 

Transport Committee 

Awakula Ennume  

Agusse Kalimba Volcano Ltd agussekalimba@gmail.com 

0757408545 

Jjemba Henry Mayanja Mash Bus Ltd hellaconsult@yahoo.com 

0775377090 

Emmanuel Tibaijuka  Utoda 0784157500 

John Ndyomugyenyi Utoda John.mugyenyi@yahoo.com 

0772480883 

 

 

mailto:pssebaadduka@gmail.com
mailto:agussekalimba@gmail.com
mailto:hellaconsult@yahoo.com
mailto:John.mugyenyi@yahoo.com

